The (quasi-linear) L owner-Kufarev equation
On the unit disk D C we rst consider the linear L owner-Kufarev initial value problem ( @ @t (z t) = f(z t) z @ @z (z t) t 2 I R z 2 D C (z 0) = 0 (z) (1) with analytic initial condition 0 (z). The apriori given coe cient function f is supposed to be analytic in z and continous in t. This linear-LK-equation plays an important role in 'pure' complex analysis. See, for example, Pomerenke 5 ] . By applying the method of characteristics the solution of the initial value problem (1) can locally be written (z t) = 0 (' (z t)): Here ' denotes the inverse of z 7 ! '(z t), which is the solution of the initial value problem ( _ '(z t) = ;f('(z t) t )'(z t) '(z 0) = z: (The dot _ denotes di erentiation with respect to t ).
To prove t h i s w e calculate (write 0 instead of @ @z ) 0 = d d t ' ('( t) t ) = ' _('( t) t ) + ' 0 ('( t) t ) _ '( t) = ' _('( t) t ) ; f('( t))'( t)' 0 ('( t) t ): With = ' (z t) this reads @ @ t ' (z t) = f(z t) z @ @ z ' (z t): Therefore (z t) = 0 (' (z t)) locally solves the initial value problem (1) .
From the theory of ordinary di erential equations we gather the following Properties 1.1 Suppose that 8t 0 the mapping z 7 ! f(z t) is analytic on an open set U t D.
I. 8t 0 the mapping z 7 ! '(z t) is an analytic bijection from an open set V 0 t U 0 to an open set V t U t . The sets V 0 t V t are a maximal pair and both contain 0. A lso '(0 t ) = 0 :
II. If U 0 D, then for t 0, su ciently small, we have V 0 t D and V t D. III. If 0 : V 0 t ! C is conformal then (z t) = 0 (' (z t)) is a conformal map on V t .
In 4] a quasi-linear version of the LK-equation has been introduced for modelling the behaviour of drops of viscous uids with surface tension. The function f may n o w depend on in a 'functional' way and we obtain the Quasi-linear L owner-Kufarev equation @ @t (z t) = f ( t) (z) z @ @z (z t) t 2 I R z 2 D C: (2) It is assumed that for every conformal : D ! C the mapping 7 ! f is well de ned and f : D ! C is analytic. Notation f ( t) (z) = P 1 j=0 f j (t)z j . With the Ansatz (z t) = 2 P 1 k=0 ! k (t)z k the Ql-L-K-equation (2) @ @t (z t) = f ( t) (z) z @ @z (z t) t 2 I R z 2 D C (z 0) = 0 (z) = P N n=1 a n z n n2 N: (4) Suppose that the solution (z t) exists for z 2 D and t 2 0 T ).
I. 8t 2 0 T )8N 2 N the solution z 7 ! (z t) is a polynomial of degree N i
Here (z) = P 1 j=1 ! j z j and ! = ( ! 1 ! 2 ):
Condition (5) is not easy to verify. The dynamics of a Stokes drop as studied in 3] however, has to be of this form. A similar but more complicated condition could be given in order that rational solutions persist. Proof The proof is reduced to Properties 1.1 by taking there f(z t) = f ( t) (z) with our special solution (z t) substituted. 
We n o w f o r m ulate our version of Hopper's initial value problem for the evolution of a conformal map ( t ): D ! C.
with t 2 I R z 2 D C: Put ( t) (z) = ( t) (z) + 2 zX 0 ( t) (z). Here is the constant t e r m i n t h e T aylor expansion for . F or later convenience the remaining term is written with the derivative of a suitable analytic function X . Note that the functional ( t) gives the 1 the growth rate of the area of (D t). . . . 
Note that the functions between ] are analytic on D. The requirement is again, that for given ( t ) the time derivative _ ( t ) has to be such that the left hand side of (10) extends to an analytic function on D. Thereby t h e e v olution of is determined. 
Substitute (14) in (11) and equate to 0, respectively, the 1rst-order pole at z = 0 , the 1rst-order poles at z = k 1 k N and the 2nd-order poles at z = k 1 k N. This leads to the following system of ordinary di erential equations where we employ the notations F A (z), A instead of F ,
Because of the initial conditions and A being real it follows that the functions A 0 (t) and 0 (z t) = A 0 (t) + P N n=1 A n (t) are real valued. The latter remains positive as long as remains conformal.
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II. This is presisely the case dealt with hitherto
2
We observe that Hopper's equation has complete sets of polynomial and rational solutions. The natural question arises whether those solutions are conformal mappings on there existence interval. The answer to this question is yes if they are simultaneously solutions of a (quasi-linear) L owner-Kafarev equation. This is the subject of the next section.
3 From L owner-Kufarev to Hopper Our starting point is the quasi-linear L owner-Kufarev equation (2) Proof Because of (21) the lefthand side of the 2nd equation in (23) is real valued if jzj = 1. Therefore it has a Laurent series, P 1 n=;1 n z n say, w i t h ;n = n . N o w just take f = 1 2 0 + P 1 n=1 n z n . Next F can be obtained with the 1rst equation in (23). With these choices for f and F all solutions of (16) are solutions of (20). Example 3.6 From conditions (21), (22) it follows that if one of the mappings 7 ! 7 ! X is freely chosen, then the other one can, in principle, be found: One has to solve a Dirichlet problem for nding its real part and then apply harmonic conjugation for nding its imaginary part (up to a real constant). An arti cial but elegant class of examples of this type is constructed by letting the domain (D) 'evolve in an external eld' given by a xed entire function ( ) w i t h (0) = 0. Just de ne by (z) = ( (z)). Then X follows in the above described way. Of course a similar game can be started with a xed entire function ( ) and taking X (z) = ( (z)).
